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-s J. T. Ibri

& lam?? lavestlgated th~ dynamzcs of trapped

Parttcies m the presence of the =~g.gler magnetic field

●d the •lectr~gn~tzc radlataorj field in free ●lectrcn

l*sers . Fr- the rtsi-lts of computer simlat~ons, we

firid ttmt. for ● glvea set of parameters, the effic~ency

of energy extraction frm the ●lectron beam maxiclzes at

● particular lntcrislty of the electroma8netlc radiation.

Based On “*.t- phys~cal ●rgument of the dynamics of the

tr*ppd particles we ●re able to obtain ● criterion

which pred~tts ●ccurately the optimm intensity of the

~lectrcmagn~ttc radlatxon.

In recent years, there has been ●n intmslve

●ffort in the understanding of the free electron lasers

(FLLI uhlch generates coherent electromagnetic radiation

from the interaction of relatlvlatic electron beam with ●

static periodic magnetic field. There ●re several poten-

t~al ●dvantages in this type of coherent radiation gener-

ttor which include coqlete frequency tunability by

varying the beam ●nergy and/or the wavelength of the

statir periodic magnetic field, ●nd hi&h ●fficiency of



.

●nergy ●xtraction from the ●lectrom be-. Operation of

free electron lasers has been reported by various aroups

in Stanford University, 1’2 ColuAia UniversityOiRL,3 ●nd

TRW.4 The experi-rits ●t Stanford wer~ in the 10E gain,

single particle regime whereas ●xperi~nts in the other

twc places were in the high gain, stimulated Raman regime

where collective effects play ● domiaant role. There has

been a considerable amunt of theoretical work aone in

the lines>-g
7,9-11

and the nonlinear theory of FEL.

There are two stodes of operation of the FEL: (i!

one can operate the FEL as an amplifier by inputting an

electromagnetic wave along with the electron beam and the

wave is amplified in a single pass at the expense of the

beam energy; (ii) one can operate the FEL as a laser in

which successive pulses of ●lectron beam interact with

the radiation field with increasing intensity inside the

optical cavity. In either case, any characteristic de-

pendence of FEL on the intensity of the electromagnetic

radiation is very crucial in che design of such a device.

In this paper, we wish to r“port ● study by

wmerical simulation on the generation of coherent

●lectromagnetic radiation in FELs using a computer simu-

lation code, CCUBE,12 which is ● two- ●nd one-half

dimensional particle-in-cell simulation code. In parti-

cular, we have examined in detail the dependence of the

efficiency of ●nergy ●xtraction on the initial intensity

of the ●lectromagnetic radiation. The characteristic

dependence is found to be ● direct consequence of the



dycumics of trapped ●lectrons in the ponderomotive poten-

tisl retulting fr- the static pericdic magnetic field

●d tbe ●lectromagnetic radistion. A criterion will be

●stsblisbed to predict the opt- lower of the ●lectro-

-gaetic wsve for ● Siven set of parsuters.

2. ANALYSIS

The ststic wiggler field in the FEL is chosen to

bc ● right-handed helical ma rietic field,

~= Bo(ix.o.koz+~ysinko.) , (1)

where BO measures the strength of the magnetic field and

‘o
is the wavenumber. The relativistic electron beam

which is traveling in the z-direction with ●n initial

velocity vOz is ●ssumed to be monoenergetic with energy
2

yomoc . The steady-fitate response of the ●lectron beam

is

; =[1- Y;2- (UJceko/yo)2(k;+UIpeo
2-z]:z2/yoc )

2 /70cV1- (wcekO/yO)(k; + Wpe

.

x (excos koz + ●y sin koz) (2)



where w =ce
tron, w =

pe
is thl! beam

The

●BO/mOc is the cyclotron frequenpy of ●lee-

(4n nOe2/mO)4 ix the plasma frequency ●nd no

density in the lab frame.

input ●lectromagnetic wave is chosen to be

right-hand polarized ●nd ig given by

#= Ef[;xcou(kz -wt +4) - ; sin(kz -wt + $1]
Y

(3)

~f= Bf[;xsin(kz - ~t + ~) + eycos(kz - ut + $)]

where ~ is the phase between ●n ●lectron ●nd the electro-

magnetic wave. Due to conservation of angular wmentum,

the ●lectrom.agneti~ wave to be simplified must have the

same ploarization of the static magnetic field. The

●ppropriate wavenumber of the radiation field is given by

k = ko(l + Voz/C)/(l - voz/d - (4)

For highly rel~tivistic ●lectron beams, it becomes

k Z21t0/(1 - v:z /c*) z 2y;k0/(1 + w:e/k:c2). (5)

The frequency is then given by the linear dispersion

relation, i.e.,

u?=AZ +u?e/yo. (6)

Due to the presence of the ●lectro9a8netic wave, the

total linear response of the ●lectron beam to the ●pplied



fields in

1
2

+ w .
ce=(1+ —._ ‘“8

‘o
Y;

22 Jcez +(_
Yokoc ‘O”yo

u . ●Ef
Xsin(kz -@+@) - s coa koz]ex + [—

yoko ‘Owyo

UJ .

xcos(kz-wt +$)--=
Yoko

sin kOz]e , (7)
Y

where we have sssu.med UJ >> w ●nd neglected higher order
pe

terms in El since, in general, they ● re very ~mall in

comyariaon with the first-order term. Depending on what

regime the FEL is operated in, the saturation of the

instability is due to ●lectron trapping by the pondero-

●otive potential or the space charge wave . Our ●nalysis

and emulations sre in the regime where the ponderomotive

potential dominates the trapping process. The pondero-

wtive force ●cting on the eiectron~ ●nd the ponderomo-

tive potential can be calculated in the following way:

F=(z) = -e(vxBy - vyBx)/c

= [-ewceEf(k + ko)/yokkoc]

~ COS [(k + ko)Z - UJt +$] (8)



●nd

$(z) = - J’Fzdz = (ewceEg/yOkkOc)

~ sin [(k + kO)z - UIL + $] . (9)

Electrons moving with velocity v
Oz

experience a slowly

varying potential well with a maximum amplitude of $0 ~

●~ceE2/yokkoc, which accelerates or decelerates the

electrons depending on their positions wiLh respect to

the potential well.

The phase space trajectories of the electrons in

the coordinate system moving with the ponderomotive

potential are drawn in Fig. 1. Particles following

closed orbits are trapped by the potential well and they

satisfy the inequality, $(z) 2 W, where W =
2 is the

$ mvOz

kinetic energy of the electron in the ❑oving frame. Note

that the amplitude of the ponderomotive potential is

relativistically invariant. The periods of oscillations

in phase space for particles

different and the shortest

innermost electron orbit. If

●lectromagnetic wave is so

almost all the electrons are

in various trajectories are

perioi corresp~nds to the

the amplitude of the input

large that 1$0 >> W, then

immediately trapped by the

ponderomotive potential in various closed orbits in phase

space. Since the periods of oscillations in various

orbits are different, the immediate population of these

orbits by ●lectrons causes rapid phase ❑ixing among the

trapped ●lectrons and thus the saturation of the inct~-

bility. Under this circumstance, the electrons w~’uld not



have ● chance to bunch up closely in phase space to be

decelerated coherently in the potential well. In other

words, the electron beam occupies a relatively lmrge

volume in phase space from the onset to the satura~ion of

the instability. On the other hand, if the amplitude of

tbe ●lectromagnetic wave is such that $0 = W, then only

the outermost closed orbit can be populated by a small

number of electrons ●t the beginning and the period of

oscillation which corresponds to the period of a plane

pendulum oscillating with a very large amplitude can be

quite long. The gradual energy decrease of the electron

beam ensures the slow increase in the ponderomotive

potential which in turn adiabatically traps ❑ ore elec-

trons. In this ❑anner, the electrons can be bunched up

closely in phase space and thus occupy a relatively small

volume. Therefore, the ponderomotive potential can

effectivel~- decelerate the electrons coherently so that

the efficiency of ●nergy extraction can be greatly

enhanced. Now let us consider the case where +0 < W,

then the electrons cannot be trapped until the radiatioL

field builds up such that $0 2 W. However, during that

period of tice, the electron beam ●xpands its volume in

phase space due to the ponderomotive force and hence its

final state does not occupy the ❑inimum volume. There-

fore, one would expect that the frac~ional ●nergy extrac-

tion is somewhat reduced.



3.

great

COHPUTER SIMULATION

We have pursued this idea of electron trapping in

detail by computer simulations. The particle simu-

lation code, CCUBE,
AZ

has two spatial dimensions and

three velocity components. The boundary conditions used

in the simulations reported here are periodic in both

directions although the code is fully capable to handle

aperiodic boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields

and particles. The number of electrons used in the simu-

lations is 2880 and 32,000 for y. = 2.5 and y. = 10.0,

respectively. A fixed uniform background ion is imposed

in the simulations for the purpose of charge neutraliza-

tion. At the beginning of a simulation, the electron

beam is loaded self-consistently with the velocity

according to the linear response in Eq. (7) to the static

periodic ❑agnetic field and an electromagnetic wave which

has a appropriate wavelength, A = 2n/k, and a specified

amplitude,
‘2 “

In Fig. 2, we show the probe history

and its Fourier transform of one component of the elec-

tromagnetic wave which is being amplified in one of our

simulations. The electromagnetic wave has an initial

power density of 17.38 MW/cm2 and it has an amplitude at

saturation corresponding to 200 UW/cm2. The power gain

factor in this case is 11.51. The Fourier transfom in

Fig. 2 also shows the phenomenon of harmonic generation;

however, the amplitudes of the higher order harmonics are

several orders of ❑agnitude lower than the fundamental

mode. Consequently, the loss of kinetic eDergy of the

●lectron beam is almost entirely concentrated in that



single mode. By varying the initial ●mplitude of the

●lectromagnetic wave, we obtain the dependence of the

●fficiency of ●nergy ●xtraction ●s a function of the

power density of the incident electromagnetic wave as

shown in Fig. 3. The dots are data obtained from com-

puter simulations and the broken line is drawn to show

the general ch~racteristic of the functional dependence.

The initial power density of the electromagnetic wave

used in the simulations ranges from 2.72 KW/cm2 to

1.06 GW/cm2. The simulation results show a well-defined

❑aximum of the fractional ●nergy extraction at an inci-

dent power density of 17.38 HW/cm2, and the efficiency

decreases monotonically beyond that critical value. The

arrow in Fig. 2 indicates where the maximum should be as

predicted by the condition $0 = W. We have obtained

excellent agreement between the prediction based on the

argument of trapped particle dynamics and the simulations.

In these simulations, the trapping of the electrons by

the negative energy beam mode is negligible since it is

smaller than the ponderomotive potential by an order of

magnitude at saturation.

The time histories of the kinetic eDergy in two

simulations with different initial power density are

shown in Fig. 4. In the case with an initial intensity

Of 1.06 ~/aD2, the instability saturates quickly due to

rapid phase ❑ixing of the ●lectron beam; however, at the

optimum power of 17.38 HW/cm2, the instability saturates

at a much higher level and in a more gradual manner. The

fractional ●nergy ●xtraction in the latter case is almost

twice that in the former case.



A further verification of

presented ●bove is to ●xamine the

●lectron beam in phase space (pz,z)

●tion, The phase space plots of

time of saturation are

shows that the numuer

decelerated into the low

fihown in

the physical argument

configuration of the

at the time of satur-

the two cases at the

Fi8. 5 which clearly

of ●lectrons bein8 bunched and

momentum region is significantly

more in the case with the optimum intensity oi the

●lectromagnetic wave. On the other haLd, the ❑omentum

spread (Apz) is greatly enhanced in the case with a

larger amplitude electromagnetic wave. From Fig. 5, it

ic also evident that in the higher intensity case the

electrons have very different bounce frequencies causing

rapid phase mixing leading to the saturation of the in-

stability. The distribution functions of the electron

beanl at the saturation of the instability in the two

cases are shown in Fig. 6 which gives a more quanr.itative

account of the trapping processes. The initial Distribu-

tions are shown there for reference. The differences in

the dynamics of the trapped electrons constitute the

❑onotonic decrease in the efficiency of energy extraction

once the intensity of the input electromagnetic wave

exceeds

$0 = w.

the critical vzlue determined by the condition

In general, particle simulation of FEL involving

short wavelength and highly energetic electron beam is

rather difficult because of the drastic difference in the

spatial scaling of the optical wavelength and the wave-

length of the wiggler magnetic fieAd. We are able to use



CCUBE to sigulste ●n electron beam with y = 10.0 ●nd

●lectromagnetic V ve with vav=lezgch A = 66.67 ~.

Using ● one-dimensional particle code, one can simulate

wavelength ●u short at 10 ~ and y = 20.0 with reasonable

●conomic cost. In Fig. 7, we show the kinr:tic energy of

the electron beam as a function of time during the simu-

lation. It shows an efficiency of ●nergy ●xtraction of

1.4% at saturation. In the simulation, an electromag-

netic wave with an initial power density of 2.72 GW/cm2

and wavelength A = 66.67 pm is amplified. ‘J’he output

power density is 3.06 GW/cmz which corresponds to a gain

factor of 1.125, The time evolution of the distribution

function of the electron beam is shown in Fig. 8 which

depicts the interaction of the electron beam with the

ponderomotive potential at various sta8es. According to

the criterion, $0 = W, the optimum initial power density

of the electromagnetic wave is found to be 68.6 HW/cm2.

Therefore, one expects that the optimized fractional

e~ergy extraction may be well above 2%.

The depth of the ponderomotive potential is also

a function of the etrength of the static periodic ❑ag-

netic field. For fixed output frequency one can rewrite

$0 using Eq. (5) as follows:

$0 =@ewce E2 k
-3/2 &2(l + w~e/koc )2 2 -1’2/c . (lo)

For large ❑agnetic field, w ‘> ‘oc’ $0
cc-3/2 ~h~chasymptotic value $0 - @ koeEgk

of lu In this regime, the ●fficiency of
ce”

approaches an

is independent

energy



&xtraction should be insensitive to the 6trenJth of the

mgne~ic field. However, in the regi- uhere Wce S kOc,

one would expect that the efficiency exhibits 8- char-

●cteristic dependence on the ~petic field which depeads

on the intensity of the input ●lectromagnetic wave. If

the intensity is saall ouch that QO > W, than increas~np

u
ce would have the similsr slight ●nhanceunt of effic-

iency ●6 increasing the initial inten6ity of the ●lcctro-

magnetic wave ●s shown in Fig. 3. In this regime, the

●nhancement of ●fficiency by an iacrease In the maEGc:I:

field strength has ●lso been reported experiment.ally3 ●nd

theoretically.
10,11

However, in Lhe region where *O ~ U,

our results indicate that increasing UJ would achlevr
ce

the opposite result of d?crease in cfflc~ency as shown In

Fig. 3.

4. Conclusions

The recults presented in this paper bear impor-

tant information concerning the optiw deslbn of free

●lectron lasers. To operate the free ●lectron laser ●s

●n amplifier, one should take the ●bove ●nalycis into

consideration in determining the Initial intentity of the

●lectr~’gnetic wave, ●nd the total lensth, strength ●n

well ●s the wavelength of the periodic magnetic field.

To operate the free ●lectron lsser as ●n oscillator, the

design would be w’oubtedly more coqlicated since the

radiation field with successive pu:sec of electron beam

would achieve different nonlinear states. If one wants

to operate the free ●lectron laser near itu opt~, it
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Phase space trajectories of ●lectrons in the
reference fr- co-moving with the ponderomotive
potential.

Probe history of E cf the electrmgnetic wsve
Y

being ●mplified ●od its Fourier trsnsfom for

the case with y = 2.5,
‘o

= 2.83 x ]d’/cC,

‘o
= 6.0 kG, and A. = 2 m.

Efficiency of ●nerty ●xtraction ●s a function of

the init~sl amplitude of the ●lectr~gnetic

wave. The ● rrow indicates the optimu ~lltude

●s predicted by 00 = W. The par=ters for the

simulations ● re Y= 2.5,
‘o

= 2.83 A dl/cc,

BO = 6.0 kG, and A. = 2 cm.

Fig. 4. Time histories of kinetic ●nergy of the ●lectron

beam from two simulations with th? su par--

● ters ●xcept that the solid cume has ●n ln]tial

power density of 17.38 W/cm2 ●nd the broken

cume B IS 1.06 Cb’/cm2.

Fig. 5. Phase space diagrams of ●lectron bes= ● t tbe
time of maturation frm the two simulat~oas as
in Ftg. 2.



~’g. 6. The initial ●nd final (saturation) distribution
functions of ●lectron beam from the two simu-
lations ●s in Fig. 2.

Fi8. 7. Time history of kinetic ●nergy of the ●lectron

be~n in a simulation with y = 10.0, no = 1-13

x lo’2/cc,
‘9

= 6.0 kG,
‘o

= 1.0 cm, ●nd

10
= 2.72 Gu/cm . The indica~ed ●fficiency is

1.4%.

Fig. 8. Distribution function of the electron beam at
various stages during the instability in the
simulation ●s in Fig. 7.
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